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Technical Section
A ShortStraw-based algorithm for corner finding in sketch-based interfaces
Yiyan Xiong , Joseph J. LaViola Jr.
University of Central Florida, School of EECS, Orlando, FL 32816, USA
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a b s t r a c t
We present IStraw, a corner finding technique based on the ShortStraw algorithm. This new algorithm
addresses deficiencies with ShortStraw while maintaining its simplicity and efficiency. We also develop
an extension for ink strokes containing curves and arcs. We compare our algorithm against ShortStraw
and two other state of the art corner finding approaches, MergeCF and Sezgin’s scale space algorithm.
Based on an all-or-nothing accuracy metric, IStraw shows significant improvements over these
algorithms for ink strokes with and without curves.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Corner finding is a fundamental component in creating pen-
based interfaces. Since it is often used in the segmentation of ink
strokes into lower level primitives, it is one of the most important
steps in the process of free-form sketch recognition and under-
standing [7,1,3,4,11]. Corner finding is also used in the heuristic-
based recognition of gestures, such as erasing ink using a pen
scribble, circling a handwritten mathematical expression to
invoke a recognizer [10], or as part of a feature set in a machine
learning algorithm [8]. Other uses of corner finding include pen-
based word entry on virtual keyboards [24] and simple animation
sketching for 2D characters [18].
Given corner finding’s utility in building pen- and sketch-
based recognizers, accuracy is essential. In 2008, Wolin et al.
introduced ShortStraw, a simple and efficient corner finding
algorithm that was shown to be highly effective in both total
correct corners and all-or-nothing corner accuracy benchmarks
[21]. In this paper, we revisit the ShortStraw algorithm by
examining its components. We uncover several limitations with
ShortStraw and present a new corner finding algorithm, IStraw,
that alleviates ShortStraw’s shortcomings while maintaining its
computational efficiency. We also extend IStraw to deal with ink
strokes with curves.
We compare our algorithm with ShortStraw as well as two
other state-of-the-art corner finding approaches, MergeCF [20]
and Sezgin’s scale space algorithm [15]. Our experiments show
IStraw has significant improvements in all-or-nothing corner
finding accuracy compared to these algorithms for polyline ink
strokes. In addition, the evaluation shows IStraw, with our curve
finding extension, has significantly higher all-or-nothing corner
finding accuracy over ShortStraw in combination with our curve
finding extension, MergeCF, and Sezgin’s algorithm for ink strokes
with curves and arcs.
In the next section we examine work related to corner finding
followed by a discussion of the ShortStraw algorithm and its
limitations. Section 4 presents IStraw, which handles ink strokes
with both arcs and polylines in addition to just polyline drawings.
Section 5 presents a series of experiments comparing IStraw to
ShortStraw, MergeCF, and Sezgin’s algorithm and discusses the
computational complexity of our improved approach. Section 6
discusses our findings and Sections 7 and 8 present areas for
future work and conclusions. We also present a pseudocode
description of IStraw in Appendix A.1
2. Related work
There are several well-known algorithms for finding corners in
sketch-based interfaces. One approach looks for extrema in the
portions of the curvature and speed data that lie beyond a given
threshold, taking these points as stroke corners [16,12,17]. Sezgin
et al. [16] look for maxima curvature where it is already high and
minima speed only when it is already low. After the system
determines sets of candidate corners from both curvature and speed
data, the intersection of these two sets is used as the initial corner
set with selected remaining corners added when they meet some
error threshold. Depending on the threshold, this strategy can lead
to some false positives being ranked higher than correct corners.
Other approaches that detect corners by estimating curvature
directly from input data have also been developed [14,2]. However,
these approaches focus on finding feature points of a contour, which
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will have many false positives since these algorithms focus on
finding silhouettes rather than specific corners.
Kim and Kim created a new curvature measurement in their
corner finding algorithm [6]. They avoid the need for arc length
calculations because they resample the raw input so that adjacent
resampled points have constant distance. This simplification allows
for the curvature calculation to be defined as the direction change at
a given point. However, this technique can obtain false positives on
polyline curve data because some curves have significant changes in
direction and monotonicity at certain points.
Another technique for finding corners is a scale-based
approach. Rattarangi and Chin smooth a stroke’s points with a
varying Gaussian scale to eliminate noise that can hinder the
corner detection process [13]. Sezgin improved upon this
algorithm by using scale-space feature point detection [15], and
Lee et al. developed a multi-scale corner finder by using a wavelet
transform [9]. For these types of scale-based approaches, it can be
difficult to distinguish a corner from a curve due to sensitivities in
the scale of the input.
Combining segmentation and primitive recognition to find
dividing points has also been utilized in corner detection [23,5].
For example, Yu recursively selects points that are farthest from
the line passing through the first and last stroke (sub-stroke)
points to split the original stroke (sub-stroke) into two sub-
strokes until the segment can be approximated by one of the
primitive shapes. The limitations with these algorithms is that
they detect many false positives and cannot be isolated from the
primitive recognizer.
Wolin et al. built an accurate and simple polyline corner finder,
ShortStraw [21], introducing the concept of ‘‘straws’’, which relies
on small windows used to examine contiguous pieces of an ink
stroke. This approach is in contrast to Teh and Chin’s corner finder
[19], which uses a variable window for each point during corner
finding. Our algorithm, like ShortStraw, only uses ‘‘straws’’ of
constant size to find possible corners and, in order to get higher
accuracy, sets corner detection thresholds dynamically based on
shape rather than changing window size during post-processing.
Note that Wolin et al. developed another corner finder, MergeCF,
which merges smaller stroke segments with similar, larger stroke
segments in order to eliminate false positive corners [20]. This
corner finder also works for both polylines and curves. An
important limitation with MergeCF is that it uses primitive
recognition to calculate its fit error, so its accuracy depends on the
primitives used in the recognizer. With IStraw, we have devel-
oped a corner detection algorithm for strokes with and without
curves that utilizes the strengths and avoids many of the
weaknesses of existing techniques.
3. The ShortStraw algorithm
ShortStraw is an accurate polyline corner finder that is easy to
understand and implement [21]. After resampling the input data,
ShortStraw finds corners using both a bottom-up and top-down
approach. In this system, users can draw polylines free-form
while achieving a high total corners and all-or-nothing accuracy
rate. Furthermore, the algorithm can be quickly integrated into
sketch-based interfaces. However, there is still room to improve
its accuracy and to extend the technique to deal with polyline ink
strokes containing arcs and curves. In this section, we will discuss
the implementation of ShortStraw and its shortcomings.
3.1. ShortStraw implementation
The first pass of ShortStraw involves resampling the input
data, an important component for achieving high corner finding
accuracy using Wolin et al.’s approach. The resampling algorithm
used by ShortStraw is based upon [22], but uses a different
interspacing distance between points. The interspacing distance is
defined by the diagonal distance of the stroke’s bounding box
divided by 40.2
ShortStraw then finds corners with two steps, one bottom-up
and the other top-down. First, ShortStraw defines the concept of
‘‘straws’’ from primitive information. A straw for a point at
resampled point pi is computed as
strawi ¼ JpiW ,piþWJ
where W is a constant window equal to 3 and JpiW ,piþWJ is the
Euclidean distance between the resampled points piW and pi+W.
The shorter the straw, the more likely the point will be a corner.
The initial corner set is taken from the resampled stroke points
whose straw lengths are a local minimum below a threshold t,
defined by the median of the computed straw list.3
After the bottom-up approach, some higher-level processing is
used to find missed corners and remove false positives. Short-
Straw checks to see whether two adjacent corners pass a collinear
test. Take Fig. 1 for example, corners A and B are not on a line, so
there must be additional corners between them. The point with
the minimum straw value, C in the figure, will be added to the
possible corner set. Then the next collinear test will be between
points A and C. The process is repeated until all of the stroke
segments between pairs of consecutive corners are lines. Another
collinear check is then run on subsets of triplets, consecutive
corners like A, B, and C in Fig. 2. If the two corners A and C are
collinear, then B, the possible corner between A and C, is not a real
corner and should be removed from the corner set.
3.2. ShortStraw limitations
Although ShortStraw achieves outstanding accuracy compared
to other corner finding algorithms [6,16], there are still some
issues ignored by Wolin et al. [21]. The distortion between the
resampled stroke and the original stroke will cause some real
corners to be missed. During the bottom-up approach of Short-
Straw, the first three and last three resampled points do not have
straw values, given that the window size W¼3 is constant. In
addition, timing information can be useful for corner finding,
since users prefer to slow down on the corner, but ShortStraw
does not take advantage of the speed change.
Fig. 1. An example of a collinear test between two adjacent corners A and B: the
initial corners (left) and the corners after the collinear test (right).
Fig. 2. An example of a triplet collinear test of corner B between three consecutive
corners A, B, and C: the initial corners (left) and the corners after the triplet
collinear test (right).
2 The number 40 is taken from the original ShortStraw algorithm. More details
on the reasoning behind this number can be found in Section 6.3.
3 Note we found changing the threshold t from MEDIAN(straws)0.95 to
MEAN(straws)0.95 tends to give higher corner detection accuracy based on our
early experiments.
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In the top-down step, the triplet collinear check will be
unreliable if some corners are missed between these points and
may lead to a false deletion of the correct corner. Another issue
with the ShortStraw approach is the way in which the threshold is
set for a collinear check. The constant threshold used by
ShortStraw is not robust in the presence of some shapes. In
addition, noise caused by resampling or hooks presents an issue,
and sometimes the corner found is not the resampled point
closest to the real corner of the input stroke.
Finally, ShortStraw only works well for polyline ink strokes
(see Section 5.1) but not for ink strokes with curves and arcs.
Since complex free-hand shapes are needed in most sketch-based
interfaces, effective corner finding must involve the removal of
false positive corners resulting from curved parts of the sketch.
4. IStraw—a new corner finding approach
To improve the accuracy and extend the scope of ShortStraw
we analyzed the issues listed above and developed techniques to
address each deficiency.
4.1. Straws
The original ShortStraw algorithm uses a window size W¼3,
resulting in the straws of the first three and last three resampled
points to not be computed, but remain a default number, 0. Thus,
these resampled points might be selected as corners during a post
processing step. We can set values for the straws for these points.
Given the indices of the resampled points pi where i goes from
0 to N1, the computations are shown as
straws1 ¼ Jp0,p1þWJ
2W
ðWþ1Þ
straws2 ¼ Jp0,p2þWJ
2W
ðWþ2Þ
strawsN2 ¼ JpN1,pN2WJ
2W
ðWþ1Þ
strawsN3 ¼ JpN1,pN3WJ
2W
ðWþ2Þ
where W is the window size and Jpi,pjJ is the Euclidean distance
between the resampled points pi and pj. Since the definition of
strawsi where i goes from W to NW1 is the Euclidean distance
between piW and pi+W, there are 2W interspacing distances
between these two points. We use the Euclidean distance between
p0 and p1+W to compute straw1, but there are onlyW+1 interspacing
distances, so we multiply Jp0,p1þWJ by 2W and divide by W+1 as
the straw associated with p1. The same approach is applied to the
other three straws. Note that having the straws for the start point p0
and end point pN1 be zero is acceptable, since these two points will
always be chosen as corners.
4.2. Timing information
By using timing information we can obtain missing corner
candidates due to the observation that users are more likely to
slow down while coming to a corner [16]. When resampling the
ink stroke, we define the time for each resampled point as the
difference between the time stamp of the raw point just prior to
the current resampled point, and the time stamp of the raw point
just prior to the previous resampled point. Then during the
bottom-up step, we look for the maximum time tmax between two
adjacent corners. If tmax is larger than the threshold 2meanTime,
then that point will be added to the corner list. Note that if this
condition holds true, we also change the threshold used during
the second pass of the triplet collinear test, explained further in
Section 4.3.
4.3. Dynamic threshold for the collinear test
The collinear test of two points pa and pb checks whether the
ratio of the Euclidean distance and the path distance between the
two points is below a threshold. The equation for the collinear
ratio is
r¼ Jpa,pbJPb1
i ¼ a Jpi,piþ1J
ð1Þ
where 0:0rrr1:0, since the path distance is always greater than
the chord distance. We use the ratio of distances in the collinear
test, so the interspacing distance of the resampled points will not
affect its decision.
During our initial exploration of ShortStraw, we found, for
example, that the point on the left stroke in Fig. 3 is more likely to
be a corner than the point on the right stroke in Fig. 3, even if the
angle between the two line segments for both strokes are equal.
Thus, the threshold for the collinear test should change based on
line segment length. Another factor in changing the threshold is
timing information, since the candidate corner with slower speed
is more likely to be a real corner.
During the second collinear pass on any three consecutive
corners, we set the threshold based on the length of the segment
and timing. Based on empirical observations, if the difference
between the first and third corner indices is larger than ten, we
increase the threshold by 0.0053. In addition, if the timestamp of
this point or its adjacent points is larger than 2meanTime, then
we increase the threshold by 0.0066. For more detail on these
thresholds, see Section 4.9.
4.4. Consecutive false corners avoidance
Consecutive false corners is a special case defined as missing a
correct corner, caused by failing to detect a corner or falsely
removing one, bringing about the false deletion of subsequent
corners. This phenomenon occurs because the missing corner
decreases the reliability of the triplet collinear test in the top-
down component of ShortStraw.
Fig. 3. The length of a segment will affect the corner decision: a longer segment
(left) and a shorter segment (right).
Fig. 4. An example of consecutive false corner deletion.
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Consider Fig. 4. Points A to E are all the correct corners and
point F is a false candidate corner. Since F is close to B, the
Euclidean distance and the path distance from A to F have so little
difference that B is defined as a wrong corner. The existence of F
can lead to the false deletion of point B, then the triplet collinear
check of point F will be between A and C instead of B and C. In this
case, the system will leave F as a correct corner and go on to the
next corner candidate C. Without deleting F, corner C will face the
same problem as B and be identified as an unwanted candidate
corner.
To avoid this situation, it is necessary to delete F before the
triplet collinear check of point B. We solve this problem by
passing all the candidate corners through the triplet collinear pass
twice. The first pass has a higher threshold, and then we relax the
threshold for the second. This dual pass approach will remove a
false corner whose collinear ratio is too large (e.g., removing F in
Fig. 4).
4.5. Adjusting corners
Sometimes a smaller straw value does not necessarily mean a
resampled point is closer to the corner. From Fig. 5, we can see
that the straw value jABj of point Ci is larger than jDEj, the straw of
point C ui , so C
u
i will be chosen as the corner instead of Ci, which is
closer to the real corner. This will not affect the result for the
polyline corner finder using straws and collinear tests. However,
our curve detection approach, using angle information (discussed
Section 4.7), will often define the point C ui as a incorrect corner and
delete it.
To make sure a corner is the resampled point closest to the real
corner, we need to adjust each possible corner to move it to the
right point. Normally, the adjustment is made based on whether it
is in front of or after the corner initially found. We use the angle
value of the three adjacent points to make the decision, since the
point closer to the real corner will have a smaller angle between
itself and its two adjacent points. As in Fig. 5, a is smaller than b,
so we need change the corner to point Ci.
4.6. Sharp noise avoidance
Sharp noise manifests itself in two situations. The first situation
occurs in the start or end of the stroke (e.g. Fig. 6(left)). As we take
the beginning and the end resampled points as corners, the hooks
in a stroke normally will cause unwanted corners close to these
points. The second situation exists with corners with sharp angles
(e.g. Fig. 6(right)). This case is induced by the distortion of the
stroke after resampling, which might change the shape from one
sharp angle to two angles (e.g. Fig. 7). Both situations can result in
incorrect corners.
Often, two close resampled points, ones where the difference
between their indices in the point array is one or two, are both
treated as corners. However, it is impossible for a user to draw a
stroke with two corners so close together. Therefore, we can take
one of the two resampled points as the correct corner to avoid
sharp noise. In our system, the first or the last point is left as a
corner to get rid of hooks, and we choose the one of two adjacent
points that has the smaller straw value to handle sharp angles.
4.7. Curve detection
Thus far, we have focused on strategies for improving the
ShortStraw algorithm that works well for polyline-based ink
strokes. However, these methods do not work well when strokes
contain curves and arcs, finding many unnecessary corners on the
curve. Therefore, we need an approach to decrease the false
positives caused by the curves and arcs.
4.7.1. General approach
To remove unwanted corners, it is necessary to be aware of the
difference between a real corner and a incorrect one. Ideally, a
candidate corner Ci is the vertex of an angle defined by two rays
generated from Ci and a resampled point on each side of the
vertex starting at the right place. Assuming a correct shift value
and a real corner Ci, this angle will not significantly increase by
choosing rays using other resampled points closer to the vertex.
However, if Ci is on a curve, this angle will get larger. This
approach requires finding all possible angles from the resampled
point data.
Instead of comparing all the possible angles, we can pick two
representative angles for comparison to enhance efficiency. As in
Fig. 8, the farther angle a is formed by Ci with the two resampled
points A and B, whose indices are equal to the index of Ci
plus/minus a shift value. The two points, D and E, for the closer
angle b have the indices equal to the index of Ci plus/minus the
Fig. 5. An example that the point closer to the real corner has larger a straw value
than its adjacent point.
Fig. 6. Two examples of sharp noise: caused by a hook (left) and caused by a sharp
angle (right).
Fig. 7. A properly resampled sharp angle (left) and an improperly resampled sharp
angle (right).
Fig. 8. The difference between the corner and the curve: the angle does not
change with a real corner as the vertex (left) and the angle will increase with a
false corner on a curve (right).
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shift value divided by 3. If b is below the threshold ta, then Ci is a
correct corner, otherwise it is a point on the curve. In our
approach, ta is set dynamically based on the value of a.
As with handling polyline strokes, falsely deleting a correct
corner may cause sequential problems, and we use the approach
discussed in Section 4.4 by having all possible corners go through
the curve detection pipeline twice to avoid consecutive false
corner deletion. During the first pass, we set ta to be 36þ0:85 a
and 26:1þ0:93 a for the second pass. From Fig. 9, we can see
the angle b will be larger if a increases. The details for choosing
the thresholds are given in Section 4.9.
4.7.2. Shift value
The term, shift, is defined as the array index difference between
corner Ci and point A, and Ci and B. Setting the shift value is crucial
to the reliability of this approach. If shift is too small, it is hard
to tell the difference between a and b. On the other hand, a
large shift value may also cause problems. The left image of
Fig. 10 shows one possible case where a real corner will be
deleted since the b is much larger than a with the wrong shift
value. Another example is that an incorrect corner on the curve
will result in a poorly chosen shift value, as shown in the left
image of Fig. 11. To make the correct decisions, we need to move
points, A, B, D and E, closer to the corner Ci.
If the candidate is a real corner, its best shift value should
enable a to be the local maximum angle of this candidate (see
Fig. 10). On the other hand, if the candidate is on a curve, its best
shift value should enable a to be the local minimum angle (see
Fig. 11). Performing an exhaustive search for these local maxima
and minima will sacrifice the simplicity of the algorithm. Thus, we
make an approximation by choosing shift¼12, determined from a
training dataset with the approach described in Section 4.9.
However, if the previous corner Ci1 is too close to Ci, we change
shift to the difference between the indices of these two corners
and do the same for the corner Ci+1.
4.7.3. Special cases
On some curves, adjacent possible corners might be too close
to tell the difference between the angles a and b. During the first
pass of curve detection, we only test the angle of the candidate
corner and its adjacent points, if the difference between the
indices of this candidate and one of the adjacent corners is less
than three.
Another case that will cause problems is the incorrect corner
on an S shape curve. As in Fig. 12, a and b are almost the same for
the corner Ci, a incorrect corner. To determine whether it is an S
shaped curve, we first need to make sure that the two stroke
segments CiA and CiB are curves using a collinear test. Second, we
test the difference between the direction change from CiA
!
to CiD
!
and the change from CiE
!
to CiB
!
. For example, there is an S shape
in the left image of Fig. 12, so CiA
!
to CiD
!
is counterclockwise and
CiE
!
to CiB
!
is clockwise. On the other hand, if Ci is not on an S
shape, then the direction change will be the same, as shown in the
right image of Fig. 12. In this case, CiA
!
to CiD
!
and CiE
!
to CiB
!
are
both clockwise. If the curve is an S shape, the candidate corner
will more likely be a incorrect corner, so we check whether the
angle defined by the candidate corner and its adjacent points is
larger than 1351. If so, it is considered to be a incorrect corner.
We made the choice of 1351 after examining all the incorrect
corners meeting the S shape requirement from our second
training dataset (strokes with curves) and taking the minimum
angle of these points as the threshold. If Ci is not on a S shape
curve, we use the general curve detection approach to test it.
Strokes with self-intersections, as shown in the left image of
Fig. 13, also need special attention. Although Ci is a incorrect
corner, the angle a is larger than b, since points D and E are inside
the loop but A and B are outside the loop. To check for the
existence of a self-intersection in a stroke, we can test for
Fig. 9. The difference between a and b based upon the value of a: a is small (left)
and a is large (right).
Fig. 10. Example 1 of unwise shift value: ba is large even though Ci is a correct
corner (left) and a smaller shift value which moves point B closer to Ci is needed to
make the right decision (right).
Fig. 11. Example 2 of unwise shift value: ba is small even though Ci is a incorrect
corner (left) and a smaller shift value which moves point B closer to Ci is needed to
make the right decision (right).
Fig. 12. An example of S shape (left) and a normal curve (right).
Fig. 13. An example of a stroke that has a self-intersection (left) and a normal
curve (right).
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direction change. If the rotation direction from CiA
!
to CiB
!
and
from CiD
!
to CiE
!
is opposite then a self-intersection exists. If they
have the same direction then no self-intersection exists as shown
in the right image of Fig. 13. Once there is a self-intersection, we
reduce the shift value to 4 instead of 12 in the second pass of curve
detection. If the self-intersection still exists, we keep this corner,
otherwise we use the general approach to test it.
4.8. Shifting resampled points
Resampling the input stroke is necessary to find the corners in
our system, but it will distort the original stroke, especially at
some corners. The worst case is when the real corner is located
between two resampled points, like in Fig. 14, making the corner
look like a curve. One way to alleviate this problem is shifting the
resampled points to move one of them closer to the corner.
In our corner finder, we resample the input stroke twice: the
first time setting the first raw point as the first resampled point,
and the second time shifting all the resampled points backward
half the interspacing distance. Next we find all the corners in
these two resampled strokes and merge the two corner sets. The
distance between a resampled point to a real corner is, at worst,
one fourth the interspacing length. Based on the sampling rate
from our data, we found that two time shifts were sufficient for
our approach. However, more shifts might be needed with lower
sampling rates, a possibility that we plan to investigate as part of
our future work.
With this approach, we will see an increase in false positives
during the bottom-up part of the algorithm (i.e., initial corner set
calculation using straws). However, the top-down component
(i.e., the collinear test and curve detection) is not sensitive to the
resampling rate, since the collinear test utilizes ratios rather than
Euclidean distances and curve detection examines angles relative
to each other.
4.9. Choosing thresholds
Our corner finder depends heavily on the parameters used in
the algorithm. Optimizing these parameters is essential to the
accuracy of the system. Different parts of the algorithm have
different thresholding requirements, and we describe how to find
and set values for the most important parameters in this section.
The parameters used in interspacing between resampled
points, the window size for computing straws, and the threshold
for finding initial corners come from the original ShortStraw
paper [21], and they work well in our algorithm. Thus, we chose to
utilize these values in our work.
There are several threshold values used in the collinear testing
procedures to find missing corners and remove false positives.
The general strategy for computing these thresholds is to find the
appropriate collinear ratio r using Eq. (1) on the training dataset.
For the collinear test used to find missing corners, we find the
maximum r for all of the missing corners in the training dataset.
As in Fig. 1, in order to add the missing corner C, we must make
sure the stroke segment from the previous corner A to the next
corner B is not a line, which means the ratio must be smaller than
the chosen threshold. Based on our training data, the ratio of
0.975 was set as the threshold to ensure all these missing corners
are added to the corner list.
The first pass of the triplet collinear test is used to remove false
corners that specifically stem from the consecutive false corner
problem (e.g., F in Fig. 4). To find the appropriate threshold for
this test, we find all of the consecutive false negatives in the
polyline training data using the ShortStraw algorithm with 0.975
as the threshold for the first collinear check. We then compute the
collinear ratio r for each stroke segment between the adjacent
missing corners and take the minimum as the threshold. Using
our training data, we set the threshold equal to 0.988.
The second pass of the triplet collinear test is used to try to
minimize the number of false positives without adding any false
negatives using the polyline training data. This condition is
important because we focus on only false positives in the curve
detection component of IStraw. To find the appropriate threshold
for this test, we:
1. find all the false negatives in the strokes using the IStraw
algorithm with a triplet collinear test threshold of 0.95 (taken
from the original ShortStraw algorithm) in pass 2 and without
curve detection;
2. compute the collinear ratio r for each stroke segment starting
from the corner before the false negative and ending at the
corner after the false negative;
3. separate corners into four groups:
(a) corners far from their adjacent corners (index difference
larger than ten) and drawn slowly (time of the corner
point is larger than 2meanTime);
(b) corners that are far from their adjacent corners but are
drawn fast;
(c) corners that are drawn slowly but not far from their
adjacent corners;
(d) the remaining corners;
4. find the maximum ratio for each group and keep the remaining
corners ratio as the basis threshold. The remaining thresholds
are used when corners fall into the first three groups, defined
by stroke speed and corner index differences.
For our implementation and training data, the ratios for each
group are 0.9826, 0.98, 0.9813, and 0.9747, respectively.
For the curve detection part of our algorithm, we need to
choose good ‘‘shift’’ values for each of the two passes. Recall that a
shift value is an integer representing the index difference between
a corner and a resampled point. This value is used to find the
resampled points to the left and right of a candidate corner, which
points are then used to compute a. In our case, the best shift value
for each candidate was computed by searching for the minimum a
value if the candidate is a false corner and the maximum a value if
it is a real corner. Based on our training dataset, we found that the
mean of the observed best shift values was 12, and thus have
chosen this as the shift we use in computing a.
The best b, as defined in Section 4.7.1, is the local maximum
angle defined about a false corner and the local minimum angle
for a real corner. To find b we need to know what the relationship
is between the shift value used in calculating a and the index
difference of b to the candidate. We define the ‘‘shift’’ value used
in calculating a as the variable X and the index difference for
calculating b as variable Y. Since the relationship between X and Y
is Y¼kX, we can use least squares to find k. In our case, k¼ 13 and
the indices to get b are the testing corner index plus/minus the
shift value used in calculating a divided by three.
At this point, we have initial shift values for calculating a and
b. However, as discussed in Section 4.7.1, b will be greater than a
for a false corner on a curve if the shift value is chosen wisely and
Fig. 14. An example of distortion with a resampled stroke: the initial stroke (left)
and the resampled stroke (right).
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the candidate is none of the special cases. Unfortunately, a real
corner whose b is also larger than a is more likely to be incorrectly
deleted. To get a reasonable threshold for b in the first pass of the
curve detection process, we need to analyze these real corners to
delete as many false positives as possible without creating any
false negatives. We can find these correct corners, as shown in the
left image of Fig. 15, using the constraint b4a. After obtaining the
set ða,bÞ, points from all the training data with or without curves,
our goal is to find the upper boundary b¼ aþba of all the real
corners to guarantee there will be no false negative after our first
curve detection pass. We use the least squares method to get a
line b¼ auþbua that best fits the data. We then vertically shift this
line upward to the point farthest away from the line to get the
boundary we need. For the training data we used, we found
b¼ 36þ0:85a to be the threshold needed to ensure all the correct
corners are left after the first pass.
In the second curve detection pass, we are interested in
minimizing both false positives and false negatives to obtain the
highest all-or-nothing accuracy possible. Some of the candidates
on the curve have such a subtle increase from a to b that they may
be left as a real corner, so we need to find a lower boundary for all
these false candidate corners in order to eliminate them. To do so,
we employ the same approach as with the first curve detection
pass. Since all the real corners are below the line b¼ 36þ0:85a,
the incorrect corners under this line may be left as correct corners.
In this case, we enlarge the boundary from bo36þ0:85a to
bo40þa to find all the false positives from our training set that
may be decided as real corners during this pass (see right image of
Fig. 15). Again, based on the training data, we obtain a second line
to fit the data of all these incorrect corners and shift it down
slightly to b¼ 16:2þ1:01a, to provide a lower boundary of all the
observed false corners. This lower boundary can guarantee no
false positives. Finally, we got b¼ 26:1þ0:93a, a line having the
mean slope of the two boundaries and going through the
intersection of them, as the threshold needs to minimize both
false positives and negatives. These lines are graphically depicted
in Fig. 16. The real corners above the line, b¼ 16:2þ1:01a, will be
false negatives and the incorrect corners below this line will be
false positives.
5. Evaluation
To evaluate IStraw, we conducted several experiments com-
paring its corner finding accuracy to the original ShortStraw
algorithm as well as to MergeCF and Sezgin’s scale space
algorithm. Note that both MergeCF and Sezgin’s algorithm
directly support corner finding in strokes with arcs and curves.
In addition we analyzed IStraw’s computational complexity to
determine if its running time was on par with ShortStraw.
5.1. Evaluation tests
As in [21], we use two different measures to determine the
accuracy of IStraw. The first one, ‘‘Correct Corners Accuracy’’,
described in [16], is equal to the number of correct corners found
divided by the total number of correct corners a human would
perceive. The second one, ‘‘All-or-Nothing Accuracy’’, defined in
[21], takes false corners into account, which means a correct
stroke should have no false positives or negatives. This accuracy
metric is calculated by dividing the number of correctly
segmented strokes by the total number of strokes.
We used the test data, 244 polyline strokes in [21] to configure
the polyline ink stroke part of our algorithm. This set of data,
consisting of the 11 shapes shown in Fig. 17, were drawn by six
users. In addition, we used data gathered from six students, 120
stokes in total, using the shapes shown in Fig. 18 to configure the
curve detection component of our algorithm.
To test IStraw, we collected two separate datasets using a
Compaq TC4400 tablet computer with a 1.83GHz Intel Core2
Fig. 15. Our method for choosing the upper boundary of all the real corners (left)
and the lower boundary of all the incorrect corners (right).
Fig. 16. Our method for choosing the threshold in the second pass.
Fig. 17. The 11 polyline shapes used for corner finding testing from the original
ShortStraw dataset. There are 87 corners in total, including the start and end
points, which are marked with red points. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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processor and 2GB of memory. The first dataset used strokes from
15 users (6 females and 9 males) from the computer science,
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering fields. Nine out
of the fifteen users had tablet PC experience. Users wrote samples
for 21 shapes used for testing including the 11 found in Fig. 17
and the 10 in Fig. 18. After getting familiar with the system, each
user was asked to draw each shape four times. 1260 strokes were
collected but 13, examples of which are shown in Fig. 19, were
removed because they were not properly drawn like the required
shapes in Figs. 17 and 18. Thus, our first test set contained 1247
strokes, 652 from polyline ink strokes and 595 from curve ink
strokes.
Our second dataset was gathered to have strokes across a wider
range of users and shapes. This dataset had strokes from 10 users
(5 female and 5 male) using the 10 additional shapes shown in
Fig. 20. Note that only two of the ten users had participated in
the previous data collection task. The testing process was the same
as the previous one. Each shape was drawn 4 times by each user,
so 400 strokes were collected. Since 5 strokes were removed
(Fig. 19), the second data set contained 395 strokes in total. None of
these strokes were used in the training process for our corner
finding algorithm.
In addition to ShortStraw and IStraw, we tested two other
algorithm variations. The first one is ShortStraw+C (ShortStraw
combined with our curve detection approach) and the second is
IStraw-C (our algorithm without curve detection). To make a
thorough comparison, we also tested two other, state-of-the-art
corner finding algorithms: MergeCF [20] and Sezgin’s scale space
algorithm [15], both of which are able to handle strokes with
curves.
5.1.1. Original ShortStraw data
The results in Table 1 are based on the test set used in the
ShortStraw paper; we also used it to help set the thresholds for
IStraw-C. We chose to use this data to ensure our implementation
of the original ShortStraw algorithm had the same results as
Fig. 18. Ten new shapes with curves used for corner finding testing. There are 59
corners in total, including the start and end points, which are marked with red
points. This data was used for both training and testing. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Fig. 19. Some examples of removed strokes, but we can see they are all correctly
segmented with IStraw.
Fig. 20. Ten additional new shapes used for corner finding testing. There are 65
corners in total, including the start and end points, which are marked with red
points. This data was used for testing only. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Accuracy results for ShortStraw and IStraw-C, our algorithm without curve
detection.
ShortStraw IStraw-C
False positives 32 2
False negatives 38 1
False strokes 63 3
Correct corners accuracy 0.979 0.999
All-or-nothing accuracy 0.741 0.998
The results are for the data used in the original ShortStraw paper.
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Wolin et al. [21]. The results show that our ShortStraw
implementation did indeed give us the same results as [21] and
that IStraw-C obtains very high correct corners and all-or-nothing
accuracy with optimized parameters.
5.1.2. Polyline ink stroke test—dataset one
For the polyline ink stroke test, we wanted to examine IStraw
with and without our curve detection extension to determine if it
would cause any accuracy degradation for polyline ink strokes.
We were also interested in the accuracy of other corner finding
algorithms. Table 2 presents the results of testing these six
algorithms on the polyline stroke part of our first dataset.
5.1.3. Curve detection tests—dataset one
To test whether IStraw works better for strokes containing
curves, we conducted experiments with the stroke data from
dataset one with curves. Note that shapes we tested were the
same as the training shapes (see Fig. 18). Table 3 presents the
results of testing these six algorithms for the strokes with curves.
5.1.4. Tests on dataset two
In our previous tests, we showed IStraw has higher accuracy
over the other corner finding algorithms. However, the shapes we
tested were also used in training. To explore corner finding
accuracy on strokes that were not used in tuning the corner
finders, we used a new testing dataset from the shapes in Fig. 20.
Table 4 presents the results of testing the three curve-stroke
recognizers: IStraw, MergeCF and the Sezgin algorithm on dataset
two.
5.2. Analysis of computational complexity
In order to get higher corner finding accuracy, we developed
IStraw by making several refinements and adding new compo-
nents to the ShortStraw algorithm. The question arises as to how
these changes will increase the computational complexity of our
approach compared with ShortStraw. To investigate this, we
examine each change made and compare the computational
complexity between our algorithm and ShortStraw. First, we set
the number of raw points toM and number of resampled points to
N. We further assume that the number of corners is C.
During resampling, we use the same algorithm as the one in
[21] and the runtime is OðMþNÞ. For the polyline corner finding
component, we did not modify the bottom-up component of the
O(N) algorithm, but use the speed data to add more potential
corners. We have many enhancements in the top-down approach,
but all these will not affect the computational complexity, so this
part runs in time O(CN) and the running time for the worst
scenario is O(N2). To avoid consecutive false corners, we need one
more loop, whose iteration time is C, the number of corners.
The last part of our algorithm is curve detection, and the
algorithm contains two loops to remove the unnecessary corners.
These two loops are similar. The iteration number of each one is C,
so the computational complexity is O(C). In conclusion, the
computational complexity of our algorithm is O(M+N2+C),
exactly the same as ShortStraw.
6. Discussion
6.1. Accuracy comparison
By testing the same shapes as those used for training, our
results show that IStraw has a higher all-or-nothing accuracy than
the other algorithms. For polyline shapes, IStraw-C had a much
higher all-or-nothing accuracy rate (97.9%) compared with the
original ShortStraw algorithm (83.7%). There is an interesting
phenomenon that ShortStraw works much better for our dataset
than on the original data used in their paper. We suspect the main
reason for this accuracy increase is that the original ShortStraw
data had more hooks in the strokes than in our data sets. In
addition, we can see that the curve detection component helps to
reduce the number of false negatives in IStraw-C and increases
the all-or-nothing accuracy to 99.7%. This result shows that
Table 2
Accuracy results for ShortStraw, IStraw-C, ShortStraw+C, IStraw, MergeCF and the Sezgin corner finding algorithms (652 polyline strokes).
ShortStraw IStraw-C ShortStraw+C IStraw MergeCF Sezgin
False positives 32 2 21 2 10 23
False negatives 93 12 94 0 20 461
False strokes 106 14 99 2 23 286
Correct corners accuracy 0.982 0.997 0.982 1.000 0.996 0.911
All-or-nothing accuracy 0.837 0.979 0.848 0.997 0.965 0.561
Table 3
Accuracy results for ShortStraw, IStraw-C, ShortStraw+C, IStraw, MergeCF and the Sezgin corner finding algorithms (595 strokes with curves).
ShortStraw IStraw-C ShortStraw+C IStraw MergeCF Sezgin
False positives 8351 8613 39 5 663 1090
False negatives 35 10 92 5 32 196
False strokes 595 595 103 9 294 424
Correct corners accuracy 0.990 0.997 0.974 0.999 0.991 0.944
All-or-nothing accuracy 0 0 0.827 0.985 0.506 0.287
Table 4
Accuracy results for IStraw, MergeCF and the Sezgin corner finding algorithms
(395 strokes of new shapes).
IStraw MergeCF Sezgin
False positives 13 139 172
False negatives 7 4 116
False strokes 19 90 184
Correct corners accuracy 0.997 0.998 0.955
All-or-nothing accuracy 0.952 0.773 0.534
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adding the curve part to our algorithm will not decrease the
accuracy of corner finding for polyline strokes.
Both ShortStraw and IStraw-C perform poorly on the strokes
with curves data (zero all-or-nothing accuracy) in dataset one,
due to too many false positives. Although, the strokes cannot be
properly segmented without curve detection, their correct corners
accuracies are more than 99%, which shows that the correct
corners accuracy is not a reliable metric in this case. Once the
curve detection component was added to our algorithm, the
all-or-nothing accuracy of strokes with curves improved to 82.7%
for ShortStraw+C and to 98.5% for IStraw. IStraw also works much
better than the other two corner finders, since MergeCF’s all-or-
nothing accuracy is 50.6% and Sezgin’s scale-space algorithm has
28.7% all-or-nothing accuracy.
When using the data from dataset two, the all-or-nothing
accuracy of IStraw decreased from 99.4% (as in Table 5) to 95.2%
(as in Table 4). However, it still performed much better than
MergeCF (77.3%) and Sezgin’s algorithm (43.1%). This reduction in
accuracy is reasonable, since the previous tests used the same
shapes for training, making IStraw’s thresholds more fine tuned.
Table 6 presents the results of IStraw, MergeCF and Sezgin’s
algorithm for the complete dataset (combining datasets one and
two). The result shows that IStraw has much higher accuracy than
the other two corner finders, especially the all-or-nothing
accuracy (98.2% versus 75.2% and 45.6%).
6.2. Test result examples
Fig. 21 gives two example strokes, one polyline stroke and one
stroke with a curve, run with the six algorithms. We can see that
both ShortStraw and IStraw-C leave too many false corners on the
curves. On the other hand, ShortStraw and ShortStraw+C delete
some correct corners. MergeCF and Sezgin’s algorithms have far
fewer false positives than ShortStraw but still have some.
Furthermore, Sezgin’s algorithm falsely deletes too many correct
corners. In contrast, IStraw correctly segments both strokes.
Finally, Figs. 22 and 23 show some examples of strokes from
datasets one and two where corners are found correctly and
incorrectly using our system. Sometimes it is difficult to
understand whether the user wanted to draw a corner or a
curve, like the three upper strokes in Fig. 23. Note that to get
correctly segmented strokes, we can decrease the ‘‘shift’’ value for
the upper left stroke and increase the ‘‘shift’’ value for the other
two strokes. However, choosing these parameters on a per user
basis is challenging and is left for future work. Noise in the stroke
data may also cause problems in the corner detection. Examples
include the two left strokes in the center row and the two strokes
at the bottom of Fig. 23.
6.3. Resampling rate
Resampling is necessary for our approach and the interspacing
distance S between resampled points are essential to decide W,
the window size to compute straws and the ‘‘shift’’ value in our
curve detection component. We also use index differences to
adjust the threshold for the collinear test and analyze strokes with
self-intersections. The resampling rate in our system works well
for different size strokes as shown in Fig. 24.
Normally, corners are dependent upon the stroke size, so we
use the diagonal length of the stroke’s bounding box divided by a
constant k instead of a constant value to set interspacing distance
S. We chose k¼40 for the IStraw algorithm, the same value used
in ShortStraw, for two reasons. First, decreasing k will cause too
much distortion to the resampled strokes. Second, we could
increase k’s value, but it will not have an effect, because all other
parameters related to the indices for resampled points will be
Table 5
Accuracy results for ShortStraw, IStraw-C, ShortStraw+C, IStraw, MergeCF and the Sezgin corner finding algorithms on all the strokes in dataset one (1247 strokes with and
without curves).
ShortStraw IStraw-C ShortStraw+C IStraw MergeCF Sezgin
False positives 8383 8615 60 7 673 1113
False negatives 128 22 186 5 52 657
False strokes 701 609 202 11 317 710
Correct corners accuracy 0.985 0.997 0.978 0.999 0.994 0.924
All-or-nothing accuracy 0.441 0.512 0.838 0.991 0.746 0.431
Table 6
Accuracy results for IStraw, MergeCF and the Sezgin corner finding algorithms on
both dataset one and two (1642 strokes of all testing data).
IStraw MergeCF Sezgin
False positives 20 812 1285
False negatives 12 56 773
False strokes 30 407 894
Correct corners accuracy 0.999 0.995 0.932
All-or-nothing accuracy 0.982 0.752 0.456
Fig. 21. Examples of strokes segmented by the six algorithms.
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enlarged to reflect this change. W, the window size of straws, is
set to 3 based upon k. A smaller W will bring much more local
extrema during the bottom-up process used to find the initial
corner set and will capture too much noise. On the other hand, a
larger W will ignore small features in the stroke and cause many
false negatives. The combination of interspacing distance S and
straw size W will determine how sensitive the algorithm is to
noise. In our system, noise in small strokes often causes false
positives as well as causing false negatives because short stroke
segments at the beginning of larger strokes are considered to be
hooks.
7. Future work
Even though we have obtained high corner detection accuracy
with IStraw, there is still work to be done to improve the
algorithm and explore its utility. There are always subtle
variations in how people write and draw, so the parameters
chosen might work better for some people and worse for others.
How to optimize IStraw’s thresholds for more robust accuracy
across a larger user base is an important area for future work to
improve our corner finder. One approach is recording training
data for each user and computing thresholds for our system
before he or she use our algorithm, but this method is
inconvenient for users. Another and better way to solve this
problem is to take advantage of feedback from a higher level
system, such as a sketch recognizer, to adjust the initial
parameters. Still another approach is to develop techniques to
change the algorithm’s thresholds dynamically as users draw.
We need to also explore IStraw’s utility beyond simply finding
correct corners in strokes. Since corner finding is an important
component in sketch-based recognition algorithms, it is impor-
tant to determine whether IStraw helps to improve the sketch
recognition process. Employing IStraw in an existing recognizer to
see if it improves sketch recognition accuracy is a useful area of
future work. Finally, examining and comparing IStraw with other
corner finding algorithms, especially image-based approaches,
needs to be addressed.
8. Conclusion
We have presented, IStraw, a new corner finding algorithm
that handles both polyline ink strokes and ink strokes with curves.
By analyzing ShortStraw, we have developed several new
methods to overcome ShortStraw’s shortcomings and have
created a curve detection method for dealing with a large class
of ink strokes. Our algorithm improves upon the state of the art in
terms of all-or-nothing corner finding accuracy without increas-
ing ShortStraw’s computational complexity. Our approach is a
fundamental step in sketch recognition, which will enable
humans to express their ideas through sketch-based interface
more efficiently and naturally.
Fig. 22. Examples of correctly segmented strokes by IStraw.
Fig. 23. Examples of incorrectly segmented strokes by IStraw.
Fig. 24. Examples of different size strokes correctly segmented.
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Appendix A. IStraw pseudocode
Algorithm 1. Main (points).
Input: A series of original, non-resampled points
Output: The corners for the resampled points
1 S’ Determine-Resample-Spacing (points)
2 resampled’Resample Points ð0,points,SÞ
3 corners’Get Corners ðresampledÞ
4 resampled’Resample Points ð1,points,SÞ
5 corners1’Get Corners ðresampledÞ
6 idx’0
7 for i’0 to jcornersj1 do
8 while corners1idxocornersi1 do
9 Insert (corners, i, corners 1idx)
10 idx++
11 if corners1idxrcornersiþ1 then
12 idx++
13 return corners
Algorithm 2. Determine-resample-spacing (points).
Input: A series of points
Output: The interspacing distance for the resampled points
1 topLeft:x’ Min (points.x)
2 topLeft:y’ Min (points.y)
3 bottomRight:x’ Max (points.x)
4 bottomRight:y’ Max (points.y)
5 diagonal’ Distance (bottomRight, topLeft)
6 S’diagonal=40:0
7 return S
Algorithm 3. Distance (a, b).
Input: Two points, a and b
Output: The Euclidean (chord) distance between the points a
and b
1 Dx’b:xa:x
2 Dy’b:ya:y
3 return
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dx2þDy2
p
Algorithm 4. Resample-points (pass, points, S).
Input: A pass number, a series of points and an interspacing
distance
Output: The resampled points
1 D’0
2 resampled’|
3 if pass¼¼0 then
4 q:p’points0
5 q:t’0
6 Append (resampled,q)
7 last’0
8 for i’1 to jpointsj1 do
9 d’ Distance (pointsi1,pointsi)
10 ratio’ðSDÞ=d
11 if pass¼¼1 and jresampledj ¼ ¼ 0 and DþdZS=2 then
12 startPass2’ true
13 ratio’ðS=2DÞ=d
14 if DþdZS or startPass 2 then
15 p’ NewPoint(pointsi1, pointsi, ratio, last)
16 last’i
17 Append (resampled, q)
18 Insert (points, i, q.p)
19 D’0
20 else
21 D¼D+d
22 return resampled
Algorithm 5. Get-corners (points).
Input: A series of resampled points
Output: The resampled points that correspond to corners
1 corners’|
2 Append(corners,0)
3 W’3
4 straws1’ Distance ðpoints0:p,points1þW :pÞ  ð2W=ð1þWÞÞ
5 straws2’ Distance ðpoints0:p,points2þW :pÞ  ð2W=ð2þWÞÞ
6 strawsjpointsj2’ð2W=ð1þWÞÞ Distance
ðpointsjpointsj1:p,pointsjpointsj2W :pÞ
7 strawsjpointsj3’ð2W=ð2þWÞÞ Distance
ðpointsjpointsj1:p,pointsjpointsj3W :pÞ
8 for i’W to jpointsjW1 do
9 strawsi’ Distance ðpointsiW :p,pointsiþW :pÞ
10 corners’ Init-Corners (points, corners, straws)
11 corners’ Polyline-Proc (points, corners, straws)
12 corners’ Curve-Process-Pass1 (points, corners)
13 corners’ Curve-Process-Pass2 (points, corners)
14 return corners
Algorithm 6. Init-corners (points, corners, straws).
Input: A series of resampled points, a initial set of corners, and
the straw distance for each point
Output: The initial corner set
1 t’ Mean(straws)0.95
2 for i’W to jpointsjW1 do
3 if strawsiot then
4 localMin’strawsi
5 localMinIndex’i
6 while io jpointsjW and strawsiot do
7 if strawsio localMin then
8 localMin’strawsi
9 localMinIndex’i
10 i++
11 Append (corners, localMinIndex)
12 Append ðcorners,jpointsjÞ
13 meanTime’ Mean (points.t)
14 for i’1 to jcornersj1 do
15 c1’cornersi1
16 c2’cornersi
17 if c2c1Z6 then
18 localMaxIndex’c1þ3
19 localMax’pointslocalMaxIndex:t
20 for j’c1þ3 to c23 do
21 if localMaxopointsj:t then
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22 localMax’pointsj:t
23 localMaxIndex’j
24 if localMax42meanTime then
25 Insert (corners, i, localMinIndex)
26 return corners
Algorithm 7. Polyline-proc (points, corners, straws).
Input: A series of resampled points, a initial set of corners, and
the straw distance for each point
Output: A set of corners post-processed with higher-lever
polyline rules
1 continue’ false
2 while not continue do
3 continue’true
4 for i’1 to jcornersj1 do
5 c1’cornersi1
6 c2’cornersi
7 if not Is-Line (points, c1, c2, 0.975) then
8 newC’Halfway Corners ðstraws,c1,c2Þ
9 Insert (corners, i, newC)
10 continue’false
11 corners’Adjust Corners ðpoints,cornersÞ
12 corners’Triplet Collinear Test ðpoints,cornersÞ
13 corners’Sharp Noise Process ðpoints,cornersÞ
14 return corners
Algorithm 8. Curve-process-pass1 (points, corners).
Input: A series of resampled points and a initial set of corners
Output: A set of corners post-processed with higher-lever
curve rules
1 preCorner’corners0;
2 for i’1 to jcornersj2 do
3 angles’Comp Angles1ðpoints,corners,iÞ
4 preCorner’cornersi
5 notCorner’Not Corner1ðangles,corners,iÞ
6 if notCorner then
7 Remove (corners,cornersi)
8 i
9 return corners
Algorithm 9. Curve-process-pass2 (points, corners).
Input: A series of resampled points and a initial set of corners
Output: A set of corners post-processed with higher-lever
curve rules
1 for i’1 to jcornersj2 do
2 angles’CompAngles2ðpoints,corners,iÞ
3 notCorner’false
4 if (angles2426:1þ0:93 angles1 and
((angles3431þangles1 and angles34100) or
angles34161)) or (angles0 ¼ ¼ 0 and angles2angles1415)
then
5 notCorner’true
6 if notCorner or angles040 then
7 Remove (corners,c)
8 i
9 return corners
Algorithm 10. Is-line (points, a, b, threshold).
Input: A series of points, threshold and two indices, a and b
Output: A boolean for whether or not the stroke segment
between points at a and b is a line based upon the threshold
1 distance’Distance ðpointsa:p,pointsb:pÞ
2 pathDistance’Path Distance ðpoints,a,bÞ
3 if distance=pathDistance4threshold then
4 return true
5 else
6 return false
Algorithm 11. Adjust-corners (points, corners).
Input: A series of resampled points and a initial set of corners
Output: A set of corners post-processed with adjusting the
corners
1 for i’1 to jcornersj2 do
2 index’cornersi
3 if index42 and indexo jpointsj3 then
4 for i’0 to 6 do
5 posi’pointsindex3þ i:p
6 for i’0 to 4 do
7 anglei’GetAngleðposiþ1,posi,posiþ2Þ
8 if angle1oangle3 then
9 if angle0oangle1 and angle0oangle2 then
10 index’index2
11 else if angle1oangle2 then
12 index
13 else
14 if angle4oangle3 and angle4oangle2 then
15 index’indexþ2
16 else if angle3oangle2 then
17 index++
18 corneri’index
19 return corners
Algorithm 12. Halfway-corner (straws, a, b).
Input: The straw distances for each point, two points indices a
and b
Output: A possible corner between the points at a and b
1 quarter’ðbaÞ=4
2 minValue’þ1
3 for i’aþquarter to b-quarterf do
4 if strawsiominValue then
5 minValue’strawsi
6 minIndex’i
7 return minIndex
Algorithm 13. Triplet-collinear-test (points, corners).
Input: A series of resampled points and a initial set of corners
Output: A set of corners post-processed with triplet collinear
test
1 for i’1 to jcornersj2 do
2 c1’cornersi1
3 c2’cornersiþ1
4 if Is-Line (points,c 1,c 2,0.988) then
5 Remove (corners,cornersi)
6 i’i1
7 meanTime’Meanðpoints:tÞ
8 for i’1 to jcornersj2 do
9 c’cornersi
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10 c1’cornersi1
11 c2’cornersiþ1
12 threshold’0:9747
13 if c2c1410 then
14 threshold’thresholdþ0:0053
15 if pointsc :t42meanTime or pointsc1:t42meanTime
or pointscþ1:t42meanTime then
16 threshold’thresholdþ0:0066
17 if Is-Line (points,c 1,c 2, threshold) then
18 Remove (corners,cornersi)
19 i’i1
20 return corners
Algorithm 14. Sharp-noise-process (points, corners).
Input: A series of resampled points and a initial set of corners
Output: A set of corners avoided sharp noise
1 for i’1 to jcornersj1 do
2 c1’cornersi1
3 c2’cornersi
4 if c2c1o ¼ 1 or (c2c1r2 and (i¼¼0 and
i¼ ¼ jcornersj2)) then
5 if strawsc1ostrawsc2 then
6 Remove (corners,cornersc 2)
7 else
8 Remove (corners,cornersc 1)
9 i
10 return corners
Algorithm 15. Comp-angles1 (points, corners, i).
Input: A series of resampled points, a initial set of corners and
index of the corner
Output: The angles used for checking the corner i
1 c’cornersi
2 pos’pointsc :p
3 s’c12
4 if socornersi1 then
5 s’cornersi1
6 e’cþ12
7 if e4cornersiþ1 then
8 e’cornersiþ1
9 a1’ Get-Angle ðpos,pointss:p,pointse:pÞ
10 s’cornersi Ceiling ((cs)/3)
11 e’cornersi Ceiling ((ce)/3)
12 a2’ Get-Angle ðpos,pointss:p,pointse:pÞ
13 a3’ Get-Angle ðpos,pointsc1:p,pointscþ1:pÞ
14 if ðccornersi1Þ46 then
15 a3’ Get-Angle ðpos,pointsc2:p,pointscþ1:pÞ
16 if ðcornersiþ1cÞ46 then
17 a3’ Get-Angle ðpos,pointsc1:p,pointscþ2:pÞ
18 return a
Algorithm 16. Not-corner1 (angles, corners, i).
Input: Angles using for checking the corner, a set of corners
and index of the corner
Output: A boolean value of the checking result
1 if angles34161 then
2 return true
3 if angles2436þ0:85 angles1 and angles1420 and
angles3480þ0:55 angles1 then
4 return true
5 if cornersicornersi1o3 or cornersiþ1cornersio3) and
angles24130 then
6 return true
7 return false
Algorithm 17. Get-angle (center, start, end).
Input: Three points, center, start and end
Output: The angle of the points start, center and end
1 direction1’startcenter
2 Normalize(direction 1)
3 direction2’endcenter
4 Normalize(direction 2)
5 angle’ ACOS (Dot (direction 1,direction 2))
6 return angle
Algorithm 18. Comp-angles2 (points, corners, i).
Input: A series of resampled points, a initial set of corners and
index of the corner
Output: The angles used for checking the corner i
1 c’cornersi
2 pos’pointsc:p
3 s0’c12
4 if s0ocornersi1 then
5 s0’cornersi1
6 e0’cþ12
7 if e04cornersiþ1 then
8 e0’cornersiþ1
9 s1’cCeilingððcornersis0Þ=3Þ
10 e1’cCeilingððcornersie0Þ=3Þ
11 a3’Get Angleðpos,pointsc1:p,pointscþ1:pÞ
12 if Diff-Dir (points,c,s 0, e 0,s 1,e 1) then
13 s0’c4, e0’cþ4
14 if s0ocornersi1 then
15 s0’cornersi1
16 if e04cornersiþ1 then
17 e0’cornersiþ1
18 s1’c1, e1’cþ1
19 if Diff-Dir (points,c, s 0,e 0,s 1,e 1) then
20 a0’1
21 return a
22 a0’0
23 else if not Is-Line ðpoints,c,cornersi1,0:975Þ and not Is-
Line ðpoints,c,cornersiþ1,0:975Þ then
24 if Diff-Dir (points,c, s 0,s 1,e 1,e 0) and angle34135 then
25 a0’1
26 a1’Get Angleðpos,pointss0:p,pointse0:pÞ
27 a2’Get Angleðpos,pointss1:p,pointse1:pÞ
28 return a
Algorithm 19. Diff-dir (points, o, a, b, c, d).
Input: A series of resampled points and five point indices
Output: A boolean for whether or not the direction of rotation
from the 2D vector oa
!
to ob
!
is different from the direction
from oc
!
to od
!
1 d0’pointsa:ppointso:p
2 d1’pointso:ppointsb:p
3 d2’pointsc :ppointso:p
4 d3’pointso:ppointsd:p
5 cross0’CrossProductðd0,d1Þ
6 cross1’CrossProductðd2,d3Þ
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7 result’cross0 cross1
8 if result40 then
9 return false
10 else
11 return true
Algorithm 20. Path-distance (points, a, b).
Input: A series of resampled points and two indices, a and b
Output: The path (stroke segment) distance between the
points at a and b
1 d’0
2 for i’a to b1 do
3 d’dþ Distance ðpointsi:p,pointsiþ1:pÞ
4 return d
Algorithm 21. NewPoint (pre, nxt, ratio, last).
Input: Raw points before and after the new resampled point,
ratio between the two raw points and the index of the last raw
point closest to the previous resampled point
Output: The new resampled point
1 q:p:x’pre:xþratio ðnxt:xpre:xÞ
2 q:p:y’pre:yþratio ðnxt:ypre:yÞ
3 q:t’timeitimelast
4 if q:to0 then
5 q:t’0
6 return q
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